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If they listened to Allah
He would give them a good reward and guided them on the straight path

Whoever obeys Allah and his Messenger
They will be of those who Allah has favoured of the prophets

The steadfast ones, affirmers of truth, the martyrs and the righteous
The man is the with the one you love, if you love and follow the prophet in every

aspect of our life we can also be with him in akhirah
That is the favor of Allah and He is sufficient as Knower

Take precautions and be ready
Context of war
Among you is those who lag behind, hypocrites

- When something bad hypocrites claim “Allah has favored me that I was not there”
- When something good happens they claim “Oh I wish I had been with them so I could

have attained a great attainment”
- Change faces according to benefit

- What is wrong with you that you do not fight in the way of Allah
- Among the men are those who are oppressed
- There are those who want to fight but were not able to
- They say “O our lord take us out of this city where the leaders are

oppressive and appoint from yourself a procter”
- Referring to to the Muslims persecuted in Makkah

Those believe in Allah
Fight for the cause of Allah

DIsbelievers fight for the Taghut
Fight for false gods

Fight for something in the dunya
Fight the allies of Shaytan
Indeed the plot of Shaytan is weak

Have you not seen those who were told “Restrain your hands from fighting and establish
prayer and give zakah”

They question “Why have you decreed upon us fighting, if only it was postponed so we could
enjoy for a short time”



Tell them the enjoyment of the duniya is very insignificant and the Hereafter is better for those
who fear Allah

Wherever you are, death will overtake you, Even if you are in strong towers and feel protected
death will overtake you wherever and whenever

Whenever something good comes to them they (hypocrites) say “This is from Allah” and
if evil comes to you they say “This is from you”

What is wrong with this nation that they don't understand the statement

Whatever good comes to you is from Allah and any evil is from you but is good for you
as it rectifies your sins

Whoever obeys the Messenger has indeed obeyed Allah

They say “we pledge obedience”
When they are in front of the prophet they act as believer but when they are in

private they speak ill of the prophet
Leave them and depend on Allah only

Why don't they reflect over the Quran
This is speaking to the hypocrites
The disease of hypocrisy comes to those who don't ponder over the quran
Hypocrites lack faith

Fight in the cause of Allah
You are not responsible for anyone except yourself
As a leader inspires the followers
Whoever fights for a good cause

You will have a good reward

Whatever bad cause you start or fight for,
You will have a burden and share from that

When you are greeted with a greeting, greet with a greeting better in turn or the same
There are those who cause no danger among the disbelievers
Be nicer to them to spread the deen

No god but Allah
- You don't have to misbehave with the disbelievers as he is superior
- On the Day of Judgment,  they will all be gathered
- Who is more truthful than Allah in speech



What is the matter with you that you that you are two groups concerning the hypocrites
when Allah has made them fall back for what they earned

- The believers were in two groups with some believing they are still believers
while others believe he is not

- Do you wish to guide those who Allah has sent astray?
They are not believers

The people who are wrong want you to follow them
- Do not take them as friends until them emigrate for the sake of Allah

- If you say you believe, but still support the disbelievers
-           If they turn away, then fight them in battle

If they are harming islam, you fight them
If they are not harming, you may leave them

There are others who wish to be safe from you and their people
Whenever they get a chance to fight, they will fight
If they do not leave you, then you may kill them
Those we have a placed a clear authority over

It is not befitting if a believer kills except by mistake

It is not befitting if a believer kills except by mistake
Ex. Manslaughter, Car accident

For compensation:
Free a slave
Pay the blood money

Unless family excuses it

If they are from your enemy’s side but is a believer
- Compensate by freeing a slave

As giving blood money would strengthen them

If they do not have the money
Fast for 60 days continuously seeking Allah’s forgiveness

Someone purposely murders a person who is a believer
They are punished with Jahannam

f you are traveling in Allah’s way, make yourself known
On Battlefield
The one who says salam, do not think they are not believers

Some believers would kill thinking their salam is untruthful or want to take
their spoils

It is better to let them off by mistake



These two cannot be equal
- One who fights in Allah’s way and one who remains at home
- Only except those who are unable

- Won't be blamed for disabilities
If you are trying to migrate for Allah and the Messenger and you die on that path,
Allah will forgive you

○ You shorten the salah if you intend to stay in that place for 15 days or less
The distance could be leaving the city

f you are travelling across the land, there is no blame on you for shortening the prayer, if you
fear you may be attacked by those who disbelieve

- Shorten four rakat prayer to two and can except sunnah except for Fajr and Witr
- If you are travelling for something good, you may shorten your salah

Salat-al-Khawf
- The prophet was leaving and the believers were split in two

- One group fighting one praying
- After the first rakah, the believers finish their second and switch between the
groups as the prophet remain standing

- The prophet finished his second rakah, and the second group would finish their
salah

- Those who disbelieve wish that you would neglect your weapons and they can
destroy you

There is no sin upon you that due to trouble you put down your arms for
natural reason

- Even in salah, you should be armed
-

When you finish the salah, remember Allah standing, sitting, or lying on your sides
When they are done, they join battle with their hearts connected to Allah
When you are safe, reestablish regular salah

Do not weaken in pursuing the enemy
- In Battle of Uhud when they lost
- They were suffering just as you are suffering
- You never lose when fighting in the way of Allah

- You are rewarded for your efforts, not the results

If you make a mistake, do not justify it but turn to Allah
○ Whoever makes a mistake and then blames an innocent, has taken a slander on
himself



Whoever separates Allah and the messenger after it is clear to them and follow the path other
than the believers

We will assign him to what he has taken and he will be boiled in the
Hellfire

Tu’ma joins the disbelievers instead of doing Tawbah

They call instead female deities
Calling you to the rebellious Shaytan
He says “I am surely take from among Your servants a specific portion”
Their youth will be spent with me, make them fall for their desires, give them false hopes,

and command them so they will change the creation of Allah

If a woman fears from her husband violation or evasion
They can make a reconciliation between them
She can choose to leave the marriage

Reconcile is best

Allah owns everything
Do not fear the words of the people
We have instructed those given the scriptures before you and you to have

consciousness of Allah

If Allah wills, he can eliminate you and being a nation better than you
If the family is not fixed, we will be replaced
Whoever desires the reward of this worldly life, they will be given along with the

akhirah

Be the role model for justice
Even if parents, relatives are wrong
Do not follow the desires that deviate you from the truth
If you don't have justice, Allah is aware of what you do

It has already been revealed on you the Book that you should not be in a gathering that
mocks Allah and the messengers

Company influences you
The hypocrites and disbelievers will be gathered together
Do not sit on the table where wine and pork is served as you may get attracted to

It
Good companionship is a solution to hypocrisy

Only exception are those who repent, rectify, hold fast to the rope of Allah and be sincerein the
deen



They are with the believers
They will have a great reward
He is appreciative of your efforts

Allah does not like that evil be done in public
Using bad words, slandering,etic.
Except if someone is wronged and needs to make it public or the oppressed curses the

oppressor

The people of the Book ask why don't you bring a book that comes down from the heaven
They asked Musa much greater than this
Allah destroyed them with a thunderbolt
Then they worshipped the calf after the proof and they were pardoned
We raised the Mount Tur over them
We asked them to enter the city and not to transgress on the Day of Sabbath


